Art and death in Ogden

L ast month, the web site Livability.com ran an article titled “10 “Death Defying Cities.”” Among the list of 10 are Ogden, Utah, which made the list as the worst adventure cities for things like shark diving, rock climbing, and other adventure sports. To understand why Ogden necessarily uses the phrase “death defying” to describe Ogden, there is no doubt that the Republican followers on Capitol Hill would like to call it a “red flag” city, a term to thwart grassroots, citizen-motivated politics. They want a Utah government that is aggressive, reasonable, and quiet that takes what the “old-boy” network grants them.

That will not be tolerated. SB165 now awaits a vote by the courts. SB165 contradicts a prior Utah Supreme Court ruling that al-lowed a third-party gubernatorial candidate to be on the ballot last year. It is also a deliberate swipe at the reform petition drive done by Utahans for Ethical Government. Lance Gill Bell had refused the group’s signature online but had suggested that state lawmakers re- view the law. They did, and decided to make it even harder for popular reforms to clean up our corrupt Legislature. The excuse by Herbert and his cronies is that an online signature doesn’t count because there is no third party witness to every Utahan who uses online procedures everyday for personal and government purposes. We repeat: The Utah Supreme Court said it’s okay.

If Herbert and legislators want to continue acting like the curettes of out-of-touch despots desperately wanting to maintain their status quo, the rest of us are ready to live in an open, transparent, ethical 21st century state government.

Don’t paint every Muslim with the same brush

Recently there has been an on-going investigation into the American Muslim community that began by headed Republican Congressman Dana Rohrabacher. To paint every American Muslim with the same brush is like blaming every white American for the terrorism that was brought on by many individuals, including John Dillinger, Baby Face Nelson, Machine Gun Joe, among others.

The results of ignorance and prejudices that dwell deep in the American psyche are what brought on the attacks of September 11th. It’s time for Americans to take responsibility for lives on the line regardless of color, religious preference or surname, so that others do not see us as the threat to be feared like we were in the 1960s and 70s.

Speaking for another

Iking fatal cats is that find- ing a solution that works for national and international groups is not going to happen (from the past). If you would like to read more about this, I would be happy to share my passion and research with you. The following is my research.

The above information is from my research on cats and their role in controlling rodent populations. I have been studying the behavior of cats for many years and have found that they are effective predators of rodents. They can be trained to control populations of rats and mice in a variety of settings, including urban environments.

The use of cats for rodent control is an effective and humane alternative to the use of poisons and chemicals. It is important to note that cats are effective at controlling rodent populations, but they are not a substitute for other pest control measures. It is necessary to combine the use of cats with other methods to achieve optimal results.

The use of cats for rodent control is becoming increasingly popular due to their effectiveness, affordability, and environmental benefits. They are an excellent tool for controlling rodent populations, and they can be an important part of any integrated pest management program.

In conclusion, cats are an effective and humane alternative to the use of poisons and chemicals for the control of rodent populations. They can be trained to control populations of rats and mice in a variety of settings, including urban environments. The use of cats for rodent control is becoming increasingly popular due to their effectiveness, affordability, and environmental benefits.